June Reflection 2017
Just because it is cold doesn’t mean we stay inside
during the winter months. As soon as the door is open
the children are out running. Many of these children
just want to run, what better way to warm up than to
be involved in some physical activity. Outside the
children have practiced their eye/hand coordination
when play tennis. When hitting that ball the children
are stretching their body and getting their large
muscles moving. Painting is not just for inside, we have
an easel set up outside and it seems finger and hand
prints were a fun way to explore colour and colour
combinations. The damp sand is an ideal location to
see what tracks the big trucks made, early signs of
engineers at play here.
Camping has been a topic of conversation in recent
weeks. There have been many stories about children
going camping and sleeping in tents and some children
have slept in a tent in their backyard on their lounge
room. We have also been talking about camp fires as
that’s what you have when camping. We may even
have a real comp fire to toast some yummy marsh
mellows.
Isaac and Josh finished off the last of our carrots so it
was time to plant some winter veggies. The children
were involved in pulling out the old plants and turning
the soil over. More input from the children was
required as they helped plant out our assortment of
herbs and veggies. So far the children have been taking
good care of the garden, ensuring they have plenty of
water. They have used the play water from inside and
from the rainwater tank to keep the ground moist.
With the sun that we have been having we look
forward to a bumper crop.
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